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In this paper we give a complete classification of the traceable factor represen- 
tations of the C*-algebra which is the crossed product of the gauge group of 
automorphisms with the fermion algebra. Besides the type I representations, this 
algebra has an uncountable family of type& traceable factor representations. 
Unlike the fermion algebra, it has no finite factor representations. We present a 
similar analysis of the crossed product of SLI(2) with the fermion algebra, where 
the action is the natural product action. 
Recently the primitive ideal space of the C*-algebra of the crossed product 
of the fermion algebra with the gauge group of automorphisms, C*(T, X, a), 
has been determined, and in fact Bratteli has studied, more generally, crossed 
products of UHF algebras by locally compact abelian groups under product- 
type actions. The next step in unraveling the structure of C*(T,sT, a) would 
be to classify the factor representations; however, that seems at present to be 
a difficult, or at best an awkward task. In this paper we will consider the 
intermediate problem of describing the traceable factor representations. As it 
turns out, we are able to give a complete classification of the traceable factor 
representations, or equivalently, the characters of C*(T, ;T, a). To each of 
the countable family of nonzero primitive ideals of C*(T,F, a) there 
corresponds, of course, a traceable factor representation of type I,. In 
addition, there is an uncountable family of faithful, pairwise quasi- 
inequivalent, traceable factor representations of type II,. C*(T, X, a) 
admits no finite factor representations. 
Instead of trying to extend our methods to the study of crossed products 
of arbitrary UHF algebras by 1.c.a. groups as in 131, we have considered 
non-abelian compact group actions on UHF algebras. Even the problem of 
describing the primitive ideal space of such a crossed product can be quite 
formidable. However in the case of C*(SU(2), ST, a), where the action of 
SU(2) on the fermion algebra is the natural product action, we have been 
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able to determine not only the primitive ideal spectrum, but the traceable 
factor representations as well. 
The paper is divided into three sections. In Section I we begin with a result 
concerning product-type actions of arbitrary compact groups on UHF 
algebras, and then specialize to the case of SU(2) acting on the fermion 
algebra. We denote this crossed product by C*(G, >9-. a) (G = SU(2) and. i7 
is the fermion algebra) and determine the structure of its primitive ideal 
spectrum. In Sections II and III we classify the traceable factor represen 
tations of C*(T, ,;7, a) and C*(G, .7, a), respectively. 
I 
Let G be a compact group and for each k = 1,2,... let ?tk be a unitary 
representation G + 3?(qkl) = dkJ of G into operators on the lk]~ 
dimensional hdbert space Rtkl, where [k] > 1 is an integer and, 4k) denotes 
the [k] x [k j matrices. Let (eif): 1 < i, j < [k]} be a basis of matrix elements 
for 1 (e!k)e’k’ (k) u jrn = 6j,eiz, f?ij (k)* = ej:‘) and set rck(t) = C!fj=, w!,)‘(t) ei!‘. Let 
A,= {a: a maps (l,..., n} into Z+ such that u(k) E (l,..., [k]}}, eg = 
@y=, e$)jn,(j), a, b E A,, and u,(t) = a;=, rrj(t). Let .B be the UHF algebra 
a,“=, ,Jk) ; that is, .9 is the completion of u,>, .;irp,, 3,, = @,“_, .Fk,, where 
the embedding 9” +lntl.” 9,,+ I is I,+ ,,Jx) = x @ Icn+ ,), Icn e ,) the identity 
in,&+,,* Define a homomorphism a: G + Aut(.B) by a(t)x = u,(t) xu,(t)*. 
x E ,,9,,. Thus defined on UnZ, ,3Yn, a has a unique continuous extension to 
.I?. 
L’(G.~$, a) is the set of all functions x: G-r .zi such that ~:.YI/ = 
jci ilx(t)/l dt < co. L’(G, 9, a) is a banach * algebra with involution x”(f) = 
al(x(t ‘)*) and convolution x *n y(t) = J‘G x(s) a,(y(s- ‘t)) ds. C*(G, 8, IX) 
will denote the C*-enveloping algebra of L’(G, <8, a); since compact groups 
are amenable. C*(G, 3, a) coincides with the reduced crossed product 
CF(G,, 3, a) [ 18, Proposition 2.21. The reduced crossed product can be 
realized concretely on L’(G, R), where .p is a hilbert space on which .I? is 
assumed to be faithfully represented. Define representations p of .d and 1 of 
G by 
(dx)C)(f) = a; ‘(xl i(fh x E, 5, t E G, ( E L’(G, F-) 
and 
@(s)C&) = i@ - ‘f)- t, s E G. 
Then CT(G, 9, a) is the norm closure of all operators on L’(G, p) of the 
form 
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as x ranges over L’(G, 9, a). As it happens, we will not actually need to 
make use of the reduced crossed product in what follows. Rather it will be 
important hat C*(G, 9, a) is the norm closure of lJrEO C*(G, ~9~) a). This 
is useful because C*(G, gn, a) is isomorphic to C*(G) @ ~8’~, and thus 
C*(G, 9,,, a) can be spanned by “matrix units.” (See Lemma 1.2.) We 
caution that our notations are similar to but not identical with those of [3]. 
If we setf,,(g) =g@ eabu,*, gE L’(G), then&,(g) E L’(G, 5I’“, a) and if 
h E L’(G), fb”d(dfmd)(h) = Lf%g * h), and f$,‘( g>* =fz’( g*>, 
a,b,c,dEA,. 
Now let {Q,,},,=, z 3 3 . . . . be a sequence of finite subsets of G satisfying 
(i) {71,}=~,cn,c...cn,cn,+,c.... 
(ii) U,“=, R, = G. 
(iii) Forall71En,,r<?con,impliesrEn,+,. 
(71, is the trivial representation.) 
Let g” be the linear span of the coefficient functions of (x: 7c E a,}. Note 
that although the coefficient functions depend on a given basis, their linear 
span does not. Set j,, ,,,,: g, + gm+ i the canonical injection. Finally observe 
that if we call 9,, 0, g, the algebra generated by {fz(g): a, b E A,, 
gE Km), then 5%‘n@,g, is a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra of 
C*(G, 9, a). 
Let r!$l,n: 9” 0, gm + 9n+ i 0, gm+, be given by 
In+11 
r~~),“:,,,(fb”d(g>>=fh”d(g)or,,+,,= ,;  f~bymf;+‘))~ 
where 
a,(l) = 44 if l<l<n 
=I if l=n+l 
and 
b,(l) = b(1) if l<l<n 
=.I if I=n+l. 
Let 19 denote one of the mappings .9,, 0, K” +idQ’mcl*m 9,, 0, gm + i, 
9,, 0, gm -&%I 9”+ i 0, Km+, . (id refers to the identity map.) 
1.1. PROPOSITION. With notation as above, let 8,: A?,,, 0, Emi --) 
9’,,i+, 0, Kmi+, be given, i= 1, 2,... . Then the inductive limit of 
{.9,,i 0, gmi, ei} is equal to C*(G, 9, a) if 
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(1) limi+m n, = +a3 and 
(2) lim, .m(mi - ni) = +co. 
Proof. Observe that U,> i C*(G, 9,,, a) is dense in C*(G, ,8, a) and that 
{f$‘(g): u, bE /in, gE g(G)} is dense in C*(G, 9,,, a). Now the 
trigonometric polynomials B(G) = lJT=, 5. Since n, t SCO, it follows 
lJ,“=, C*(G, 9Yni, a) is dense in C*(G, 9, a). Consider f:+‘(g), a, b E A,, . 
g E Km. We claim f$$(g) belongs to the inductive limit {Bni@, Km’, I!?~}. If 
miO > m, then g E E&, whence fr$‘(g) E AYniO 0, gmiO, and there is nothing 
to prove. Otherwise since m, - n,+ +co there is an i, > i, so that m + ni, --- 
nio < mi,. Setting A = nil - n,, and ((mi,,) = pio+A) cm,, ) 
r:y$,,,df$J(s)) E .q, 0, E- 
nil,ni, -I 
mil. This completGk”8e proof. 
o * ’ . o <“ill 1 I .n,,, ’ 
In the remainder of this section G will be SU(2), the group of 2 x 2 
unitary matrices of determinant one, q, E x the self-representation of G in 
4,” = 4, and A, the set of functions Q: { 1, 2 ,..., n) -+ (1, 2). Thus we fix 
matrix units (eii}l(i,j(2 such that e,,, 22 e are minimal orthogonal projections 
with sum I, and eiie,, = djkei,, and a corresponding maximal torus (t(0) = 
eiee,, + em ieezz, 0 E R} in G, and choose ei;’ such that 
7rk(t(0)) e$’ = e”ejf’, j= 1, 
k = 1, 2.0. . 
=e ‘V’, j= 2, 
The UHF algebra 58 of Proposition I. 1 is here the fermion algebra &P, which 
is the inductive limit of subalgebras ,Fn of 2” x 2” matrix algebras. 
1.2. LEMMA. Let I be the identity automorphism of cFn. Then 
L ‘(G, ;Z;,, a) E L’(G, F”, z), and the isomorphism is implemented bJj x E 
L’(G,Sm,a)-,xu,EL’(G,~~~,z). 
Proof See [ 12; Proposition 7.6.41. 
1.3. COROLLARY. c*(G,.~~,a)rC*(G,~~~,l)~C*(G)O~~”. 
ProoJ: It need only be mentioned that since the isomorphism of 






ai tbjCk)> = a(k) (b(k)), I<k<n, 
= i WY k=n+ 1, 
. * 9 I(,,) is the identity m J&, =&), and wij(t) the coefficient functions of z(t) 
with respect to the fixed basis {eij}. Thus t = C:,j=, W,(t) e,, and hence 
rk(f) = Cf, j= 1 wij(t) eij * w For each positive integer n there is a unique 
equivalence class of irreducible unitary representations of dimension n. Fix 
an n-dimensional hilbert space &“,, an orthonormal basis {cjn): 1 (j < n}, an 
irreducible representation p (“)* G--f 9’(&“,) and define the coefficient . 
functions pi:'(t) = (p'"'(t) cjn), [in)), t E G. In particular p’ is the constant 1, 
and we can (and will) assume p$’ = wij, 1 < i, j < 2. Notice that if we set 
L!,= {pck’: 1 <k<n), that conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) preceding 
Proposition I.1 are satisfied. The characters x, = tr p(” depend only the 
unitary eqivalence class of pen’. 
1.4. LEMMA. Let J c C*(G, ;T, a) be a closed, two sided ideal, and J, = 
J~I C*(G,ST,, a). Then J= (U,,,J,)-. 
Proo$ The proof follows exactly as in [ 2; Lemma 3.11. The finite dimen- 
sionality of the subalgebras which is assumed there is not actually used in 
the proof. Note C*(G,YO, a) is just C*(G). 
It is useful to recall that C*(G) can be regarded as the set of all functions 
k: Z+ + Uj,>, 4, such that k(n) E Jn and IIk(n)ll, + 0 as n + co. Also, 
there is a one to one correspondence between ideals J, in C*(G) and subsets 
of Zt : S c Z+, S corresponds to the closed ideal JO generated by { pjy’: 1 < i, 
j<m, mES). 
1.5. LEMMA. Let J, c C*(G,Rn, a) be a closed ideal. Then the subspace 
spanned by elements f ~~(p$“‘) E J, (a, b E A,) is dense in J,. 
ProoJ The image of J, under the isomorphism C*(G, Xn, a) --) 
C*(G) OF, is an ideal S,. By the preceding remark and the simplicity of 
<Fn, elements of the form pjy’ 0 es’ E S, span a dense subspace of S,. 
Hence {f$‘(pjr’) E J,} span a dense subspace of J,. 
1.6. COROLLARY. Zf f$,‘(pjy’) E J,, for some a, b E A,, m E Zf and 
i, j E {l,..., m}, then f $‘(pE)) E J, for all c, d E A,, and k, 1 E { l,..., m}. 
1.7. PROPOSITION. Let J be a closed ideal of C*(G,.F, a) and J, = Jn 
C*(G,Fn, a). Zf f~)(&") E J,, then f$“‘(p$“‘) E J,,+, for all 
c,dEA,+,, k,lE {l,..., m + l}. Also ifm > 1, f$“‘(p$-I’) E J,,, for all 
c,dEA,+,, k,lE {l,..., m- 1). 
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Prooj If fh”d(@> E J, 9 then (f$‘(p!“‘)) = C’ 
.fi’$ %$“‘w,,) EJ, + 1 (with notation introduced?“lkri& to L’imma I.4;:’ 1: 
k,, &I E 113 213 
= f $+ “(24 * (&‘WR”,,) * c). 
Letting U, u run through an approximate identity for L’(G), we have that 
f k:+ “(P$%,,,,,) E J,, , . Assuming that i =j as we may by Corollary 1.6. 
this gives 
If m = 1, then clearly fri’ r’h2) E J, + , , hence f$’ “(p$‘) E J, + , for all 
GdEA.+,. If m> 1, then xmx2=xm+, txm-,. Hence fl.:+“km+,) 
;:p?:~$mlI)+ExT-l)= Mm + Wrndfl’km+lF Jn-+,. Similarly. 
&rollar\ I’.6. 
“+ r . The conclusion now follows from Lemma I.5 and 
1.8. We can illustrate diagrammatically the ideal J generated by 
f”‘(p;;‘) E C*(G,Fo, a) = C*(G): 
n=\m= I 1 I 2 i 3 
The nth row represents the intersection Jn C*(G,KR, a) = J,. The mth 
column contains a “*” in the nth row ifffrd(pj,,j’) E J,. 
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Let P, denote the ideal generated by {f’o’(p~~‘): n = 1, 3, 5,...} and Q, 
the ideal generated by {f’“‘(pij”‘): n = 2,4,6,...) and set P, equal to the ideal 
generated by f’o’(p~~‘) and P, for n = 2, 4, 6,..., and by f’“‘+‘(p”‘) and P, 
for IZ = 0, -2, -4 ,... . Analogously, set Q, equal to the ideal generated by Q, 
and f”‘(pjJ”) for n = 1, 3, 5,... and by Q, and f’“‘+‘(p”‘) for n = -1, -3, 
-5,... . Thus P, c Pntz, nE22, and Q11~Qn+2, nE2Z+l, and 
n nr2zpn=pm 3 nE2Zfl Q, = Q,. Prim(C*(G,Y, a)) = {P,: n E 2Z} U 
{P,}U{Q,:nE22+ l}UQ,. Furthermore, a basis for the hull-kernel 
topology of Prim(C*(G, jr, a)) consists of sets of the form 
and 
uno = (P,: n E 22, n < no} u {P,} 
These facts follow easily from [5; Lemma 3.3.31. 
We mention that it can be shown that the automorphisms a(t), t E SU(2), 
do not belong to the class of Bogoliubov transformations on the fermion 
algebra, and consequently it appears unlikely that the algebra 
C”(SU(2), r, > CI would play as important a role in statistical quantum 
theory as the crossed product of the gauge group of automorphisms with the 
fermion algebra, C*(T, F, a), whose traceable factor representations we will 
study in the next section. Nevertheless, ince apparently no other examples of 
crossed products of non-abelian compact analytic groups acting on UHF 
algebras by product-type actions have been given in the literature, the 
explicit computations presented here are perhaps of some mathematical 
interest. 
II. TRACEABLE FACTOR REPRESENTATIONS OF C*(T,F,a) 
Our notations for ST as the infinite tensor product @,“= 1&kj of 2 X 2 
matrix algebras J$) generated by matrix units eji) will be consistent with 
those of Section I. However, here a will denote a homomorphism of T into 
the automorphism group of X, defined on the matrix units e$ by 
a(t) ejd = e2~if(~-.i)ej$) 
= 7r,(t) e$r,(t)*, 
where 
7c,(t) = e2”“e\:’ + e::), tE T. 
There should be no confusion with the use of the symbols rc,, a here and in 
the previous section. 
If I,U is a semifinite, lower semicontinuous trace on a C*-algebra ZI, L’(w) 
will denote the ideal {x E U: w(]x]) < co}. 
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II. 1. Remark. If % is an [AF] C*-algebra, so that ‘u. = (Uz- , a,) 
where 2l,,~Il,+,, n= 1,2 ,..., is an increasing family of finite dimensional 
subalgebras, then L’(y) n (U,“=, 2I,) is norm dense in L’(y). To see this, let 
J be the norm closure in U of the ideal L’(y). By 12; Lemma 3.11, J - 
(u,“=-, J f? ?I,)-. However, w, considered as a trace on J, is densely defined, 
hence L’(y) contains the minimal dense ideal of J. But the minimal dense 
ideal of J contains the projections in J [ 12; 5.6.31, and so in particular 
contains each of the finite dimensional ideals Jo 91,. This implies the 
assertion. 
While this remark might appear to be quite useful in studying traces on 
[AF] algebras, it is perhaps equally important to emphasize that it does not 
imply that w restricted to any one of the subalgebras I(,, must be semifinite. 
In fact, in the example we are about to pursue, the traces ly corresponding to 
type I factor representations are not semifinite when restricted to the finite 
dimensional subalgebras. 
11.2. Setting u,(t) = @zT, n,(t), we have. for x E ,Fn. a(t)x = u,(t) -VU,(~)“. 
Furthermore, as in Lemma 1.2, x-+ xu, is an isomorphism L’(T,.Fn, a) with 
L’(T) @ r,. Now we know any trace on L’(T) @ Fn”,, or for that matter. on 
C*(r) @ Fn will have the form Tr, o v, (n), where Tr, is the normalized trace 
on Y: z 4&, and q(“’ a trace on L’(T) or, equivalently, C*(T). Thus. :i 
trace v, on L’(T,.Fn, a) has the form 
(w,,, xi = /_’ Tr,(x(t) u,(t)) cp”“(t) dt, for sEL’(T,.i”,.a)‘ (I! 
. 0 
the positive cone of L’(T,.Fn, a). Of course this formula must be interpreted 
with caution, since v)(~) need not be a function in the ordinary sense. 
Technically, this should be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform: 
(wn,x>= 2 Tr,(xu,)^(m) Q?‘“‘(m). (2) 
m=-cc 
This is well defined since Tr,(xu,)*(m) > 0, and G’“‘(m) E 10, co I. Indeed. a 
trace on C*(T) is just a sequence e’“‘(m) E [0, 001, m E Z. 
Suppose now that v is a faithful, semifinite, lower semicontinuous trace on 
C*(T,.P, a). We set w,, equal to the restriction v j C*(T,&, a); then li/,, is a 
(not necessarily semifinite) trace on C*(T,.F,, a). Furthermore, the sequence 
{ w,, 1 F= 0 must be coherent with respect to the family of embeddings <, _ , ,E: 
C*(T,.;r,, a)+ C*V,sT,+,, a), 
r n+ ,,,(f$)(g)> =f$,‘Ygezni(‘9 +fb:b+?‘Yg)y gE L’(T). 
a,(k) (rev., b,(k)) = a(k) (resp., b(k)), l,<k<n, 





= +A+ 19fh:~,1’(ge2”i”‘) +fb:&“(g)> 
(3) 
for all positive definite functions g on T. Combining (2) and (3) we conclude 
that e’“‘(m) = ~($‘“+“(m) + $“+“(m - l)), or, 
v1 w=+(I + v> p+ 1’, (4) 
where V#(m) = @(m - 1) is the shift operator. Observe that 
n 
(Q’(k) = & Ik 
( ) 
(A > 0) 
is a family of solutions of the system (4). Now the corresponding trace w”,~ 
is evidently faithful, semifinite and lower semicontinuous on C*(T, Yn, a), 
n = 0, 1, 2 )... . Since the sequence {@?I;‘},“=, satisfies (4), {w,,~}~=~ is 
coherent and hence defines a faithful, semilinite, lower semicontinuous trace 
‘4f.a. 
THEOREM. w is a faithful character on C*(T, F, a) if and only if w is of 
the form cly, for some A > 0, c > 0. 
Proof Let {@“‘} correspond to I,U as above. Define another trace w’ by 
means of the sequence {@““‘}~Ep=o, where $‘(“’ = gcn+ “. Then 
(p’(m) = (pnt “(m) < pIi “(m) + (jj0t-t l’(m _ 1) 
< 2$‘“‘(m); 
that is, $(n’ ,< 2$‘“‘. But then I& < 2w,, for all n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and so IC/’ < 2~. 
Since w is a character, I$ = pw, for some 0 < p < 2. Thus, the (n + 1)st row, 
v, *cn+ 1’ = p(p: A(n+ l’(m) = (p/2) Q’“+“(m) + (42) gcn+ “(m - l), 
^‘““‘(m)=((,u/2)~1 -p/2))$nt1’(m- 1). Setting A=,u/(~-p), we ha:: a, 
,u = 2A/(l + A). If we normalize w so Q’“‘(0) = 1, then it follows rjcn’ = @I;’ as 
in (5). We remark that ,U = 2 is impossible. For in that case gfnt “(m) = 
v -(a+ l’(m) + pt I’ (m - 1 ), n = 0, 1,2 ,..., m E Z. Since the faithfulness of v/,’ 
implies f$P + ” (m) E (0, co], the above can only hold if all @(n+1’(m) = a~, 
contradicting the semifiniteness of v. 
We have shown that any faithful character must have the form cvA, c > 0, 
I > 0. We will show that these are indeed characters. Fix a, 0 < a < 1, and 
let K, be the set of all doubly indexed sequences {An,,,}nmEZ = 0, 1, 2,... of 
real numbers satisfying 0 <A,,, ,< 1 and 
A n,m = aA nt1.m + (l -a)l*n+l,m-I (6) 
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are all n = 0, 1, 2,... and m E Z. K, is convex and compact in the 
appropriate product topology, hence K, is the closed convex hull of its 
extreme points. A simple computation shows that these are A,., = 0 or 
/1 n.m = 1 for all n, m. 
Let li/ be a semifinite, lower semicontinuous trace on C*(T, /, a) such 
that v < v/~. Define A,.,, by 
lw, f;):d(e21rim(9 
1) = ~n.m(W.~,flnn)(e2nim(.))) (0 E A,,). 
Then 0 < ,4 n,m ,< 1 and {A,,,) satisfies (6) with a = A/( 1 + i). By the above, 
/z n.m = ,u. for some p, 0 < ,U < 1. Thus v = pyl,, . proving v/, is a character. 
11.3. Remark II.1 and the subsequent calculations of the previous section 
suggest that in listing the characters of C*(T,.F. ~1) we employ a 
strengthened form of the Bratteli diagram. A character li/ is uniquely deter 
mined by its values on l-l,“=, C*(T,Fn, a). Now each point of intersection of 
the diagram in [3, p. 191 corresponds to a matrix algebra isomorphic to &,, 
for some n, and so at each point of intersection we will post a number which 
will be the value of the character I+Y on a minimal projection in that 
subalgebra; since all the minimal projections in Hz” are equivalent, that 









The value appearing in the nth row and kth column is (w,fh”,‘(ezXik”‘); 
(a E A,). Notice that each number in the table is the sum of the number 
directly below it and the one below and to the left of it. We will refer to the 
above as the tableau of v~, since it is reminiscent of the character table for a 
group. 
From the above it is obvious there is a sequence of projections e, such 
that (w, e,) + 0. Thus it follows that the traceable representation X~ which 
corresponds to IJY~ under the canonical bijection between semifinite, lower 
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semicontinuous traces and traceable representations [5; Proposition 6.6.5 
and Theorem 6.7.31 is of type II,. 
Having determined the faithful characters on C*(7’, ST, a), we now 
consider the characters on C*(7’, F, a)/P, P a nonzero primitive ideal. 
However each such quotient is type I [3; p. 201, and so carries a unique 
quasi-equivalence class of factor representations, and hence a unique 
character. As with the case of the faithful type II, characters v/~, these type 
I characters are all determined by their tableaux. The nonzero primitive 
ideals are of two kinds, as illustrated in [3; p. 201 and below: in the first 
tableau, everything to the right of the diagonal line is in the ideal; in the 
second tableau, everything to the left of the column of l’s is in the ideal. 





n = k\k= 
0 
. . . co 
. . . co 
. . . a3 

























3 . . . 
0 . . . 
0 . . . 
0 . . . 
0 . . . 
3 . . . 
a3 . . . 
00 . . . 
co . . . 
co . . . 
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Here, too, each number in the tableau is the sum of the number directly 
below it and the one below and to the left of it. Both the characters, call 
them @ and @‘, illustrated above are faithful and semitinite on the respective 
quotient algebras. Suppose, in the first tableau above, that p is a minimal 
projection in one of the subalgebras C*(T, &F,, a); that is. p =fb”,‘(ez”‘k”’ I 
(a E A,). The primitive ideal P of (I) is generated by 
jf$)(e2nikC. ) ): n + k > 0, a, b E /i,}. If p @ P, so 17 + k < -- 1, then either 
(@. p) = 1 which will happen if n + k = - 1, or else (@. p,~ = co. But if 
(@,p) = 00, there is an n’ > n and p’ =f):a),(e’“‘k”i) (a’ E/t, ) such that 
p’ < p and (@,p’) = 1, so that @ is semifinite. n’ is such that n’ + k = ~~ I
Also notice that the restriction of @ to any one of the subalgebras 
C*(T. ,.i”, , a) is not semifinite. The explanation for @’ is quite similar and 
will be omitted. Finally, notice that for any projection 
pE U,“_,C*(T,.Fn,a), (@,p), (@‘,p)~ (0, 1,2 ,... )U {co}, so that the 
corresponding von Neumann algebras are atomic, as we know they must be. 
III. TRACEABLE FACTOR REPRESENTATIONS OF C*(SU(2), /,a) 
In the first section we described the primitive ideal space ot 
C*(SU(2),.F, a); we now return to this algebra to give a complete 
classification of its traceable factor representations. Our notations will be 
consistent with those of Section I, while our techniques will resemble those of 
Section II. 
111.1. Set u,(t) = @z=, 7~~(t), t E G = SU(2). and the rtk‘s are copies of 
the self-representation of SU(2). For x E Yn, we have a(r) x = u,(t) xu,(l)‘. 
By Lemma 1.2, the map x+ XU, is an isometry of L ‘(G.. r,. a) onto 
L ‘(G) 0. Tn. The traces on L’(G) 0 7n are of the form Tr, o cp’lt), where, as 
before, Tr, is the normalized trace on LFn =..d2;, and o’“’ a trace on L’(G). 
The same holds if L’(G) is replaced by C*(G). Thus we can formally express 
a trace w, on L’(G, Yn, a) by 
(w,, -Y> = 1 Tr,(x(t) u,(t)> q’“‘(f) dt, x E L’(G,.~,,a)+. (1) 
. G 
where L ‘(G, LFn, a)+ denotes the positive cone in L ‘(Gfln, a). 
While this formalism may be conceptually useful, once again the correct 
expression for the trace is by means of the Fourier transform 
(I,M,, x) = F Tr,,(xU,)* (m) @“‘(m). 
m=l 
(2) 
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where Tr,(xu,)^ (m) = I, Tr,(xu,)(t) x,(t) dr, and 0 < @“‘(m) < co. Since 
(2) is the sum of nonnegative terms, some of which may be co, the sum 
exists in [0, co 1. Notice that w, is defined by giving a sequence 
up E [O, co], m = 1, 2 ,...; of course, only in special cases will this sequence 
represent he Fourier transform of a “function” ~7~“) on G. Nevertheless, for 
the moment it will be notationally convenient formally to write 
fp’ = 2 p’(k) Xk. 
k=l 
Suppose that v is a character on C*(G, jr, a). Then the restriction w, = 
I,U )C*(G, jm, a) will be a trace on the subalgebra C*(G,ST,, a) (though 
possibly not semifinite), and by Remark 11.1, I,U is determined by its 
restriction to lJ,“=, C*(G, ST,, a), hence by the sequence w, . The sequence 
{w,lz=* must be coherent with respect to the embeddings 
r n+,,n: C*(G,Sr,,a)+ C*(G,fln+,,a). This means that for 
x E C*(G, Fn, a)+, 
(v,, x> = (Wn+ 13 t,+ I,,(x))* 
In particular, if x =Sz( g), a E A,, g E L’(G)+, 
J g(t) P,““@) df =(w, 3x> G 
= (wn, 13 rn+ I,“(-+ 
= 4 I [WI ,W g(t) + w,,(t) gW1 dn+ “(4 dl 
= f 
I 
x2(t) g(t) q+‘+ l’(t) dt. 
Since (1) holds for all g E L’(G)+, it follows 
v 
(n’ = x2p+ 1’. 
(2) 
Writing p(“) = 2” cF= 1 a?‘&., 0 ,< @’ < 03, we get c?= 1 up’& = 




C$‘&=C$+1’X2 + c @+“(&, +&+I) 
k=2 
= u:“+“& + 2 (@_f,” + a~++~“)&. 
k=2 
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Thus. 
al 
(n) = &l+ 1) 
2 y 
a:"'=u:"tl'+a:"ti', 
($n’ = &ft I) + @- II, 
Separating odd and even coefftcients, we obtain 
&’ = ujnt 1) + @t 1) 
--2u:“t2’+uyt2’. 
a$) = a:;+ :’ + a:;‘, :’ 
= u:",';' + 24;t2' + d",::'. k> 1 
and 
Ql 
(?I) = &t I) 
2 





2k t f = ‘2k 
(n t I) + u;“,‘, ;’ 
= uy;' + 2u:;f_y + a;",: y, k> 1. 
Let 9 be the real vector space of all one sided sequences a = (a?. a, . . . . ). 
azk E IF, and define 7’19 + 2 by 
(TCi),, = azk. 2 + 2a2k + u2k + 2 fork> I, (6) 
and 
(TG), = 2u, + a,. 
It will turn out that the solutions of Eqs. (4) associated with non-type I 
characters of C*(G,F, a) will correspond to positive eigenvectors of the 
operator T, just as @y’ was an eigenvector of the shift operator in Section II. 
Thus we proceed to find the positive eigenvalues and eigenvectors of T. and 






pa2kEa2k-2 + 2a2k+a2k+29 k> 1. 
Hence 
a, = Cp - 2) a2 and a2k+2=&-2)a2k-a2k-2, k> 1. (7) 
111.2. LEMMA. Equation (7) has no nonzero solutions a= (aZk}r=, , 
aZk > 0, if,‘i < 4. 
Proof Set p = 4 - E, 0 < E < 4, and suppose 
Z n+*=CU--2)zn+1-Z,9 n> 1, (*) 
with Z,,, > 0 for all m > 1. If for some N, 
Z Ntl <zN, 
thenZN+,-ZN+2=ZN-(1-&)ZN+~~ZN-Z,~+~,andZN+k-,-ZN+k~ 
Z N+k-2 -ZN+k-,>...>ZN-ZN+,, for k> 1. But 
Z N+k=ZN+(ZN+I-Zh’)+~*~+(ZN+k-ZN+k-,) 
< z, + k(Z,+ 1 - z,), 
and so eventually ZN+k must be negative. Thus if {Z,} is a solution of (*) 
with Z, > 0, n > 1, {Z,} must be nondecreasing. If lim,+, Z, = c < co, then 
(*) implies c = (2 -E) c - c. But this is impossible unless c = 0, whence 
Z, = 0, n = 1, 2 ,.... Thus assume Z, T co. From 
Z n+2 -Z,+, = (1 -e)Z,+* -z,, 
so 
Z n+2 -z,+,~z”+,-z”~z,-z,. 
It follows lim .AZ,+ l/Z,> = 1 and lb,, (Z,+,/Z,) = 1, and so dividing 
(*) by Z, and taking the limit as n -+ m, 
1 = (2 - E) 1 - 1, 
which is absurd. We conclude (*) has no nontrivial nonnegative solutions if 
‘u < 4. 
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Since p > 4, we may write p - 2 = A + l/n, and normalizing the solutions 
by taking a, = 1, (7) becomes 
a4 = A + l/n, 
(8) 
a Zk+Z=@+ 1/A)a2k-a2km23 k> 1. 
From (8) we easily obtain a convenient expression for the terms of this 
Fibonacci-type sequence: 
a 2ki2=Ak$Lk-2$ *** +lmk, k> 1. (9) 
In a similar way, the solutions of (5) correspond to eigenvectors b= 
(b,, b, ,...) of S: Y + 9, where (S6), = b, + b,, (Sb;, L ,) = b,, , + 2bzk+ I + 
b 2k+ 3r n > 1. Lemma III.2 implies that the eigenvalues ,B satisfy ,U > 4, and 
setting p - 2 = 2 + l/1, we get 
where the solution is normalized so that b, = 1. Now (9) and (10) can be 
used to recover the solutions of (4) and (5) yielding faithful characters on 
C*(G, X, a)/P, and C*(G, <F, a)/Q,, respectively. These are easily seen to 
be 
(2n,_ Ak-’ +Ik-3 + . . . A-+‘) 
a2k - (Al/2 + A-l/2)2” ’ 
n = 0, 1, 2,... and k = 1, 2,.... (11) 
a 
(2n) _ Ak + Ak-’ + *a* rk 
2k+ I - (A + 1 + l/13)” ’ 
n = 0, 1, 2,... and k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... (12) 
From (4) and (5), the values ak (‘) for odd values of n can be obtained as well. 
Set WY’ equal to the character whose tableau is given by: ai?) is as in (1 l), 
a\yjl = 0, n = 0, l,..., k = 0, l,.... Set I+v~’ equal to the character whose 
tableau is given by: az:, is as in (12), az) = 0, n = 0, l,..., k = 1, 2 ,.... In 
writing the tableau for characters of C*(G, Sr, a) we will omit the rows for 
odd n. As mentioned above, these values, if needed, can be obtained from (4) 
and (5). 
PROPOSITION. The non-type I characters v of C*(G, .F, a) are of the 
form p=c&‘, c> 0, A> 1, andj=O or 1. 
Proof: Let v/ have tableau a:“‘, n = 0, l,..., k = 1, 2 ,.... Then 
w = CD(‘) + @(I), where Cp (O), @(I) have tableaux bf”), c:“), respectively, and 
b(h) = a’2”’ b(h) 2k+ i = 0, and c$“) = 0, c?:, = a$“:, . Thus either @J(O) = 0 or 
;:I, = 02ks’ay @I’ _ - 0. Let ly’ be a trace with tableau dL2”’ = ayn+z’. 
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n = 0, l,..., k = 1, 2 ,.... From (4) and the fact that (w,fb’,“‘@$‘)) = a?“’ we 
see that 0 < ry’ < w. Since w is a character, we must have I$ = cw, 0 < c < 1. 
In particular, @’ = cu”’ But also uz = (T&2))2k. Whence l/c u:‘,’ = 
(Td”),,, or, E’*’ =pu , -?*)’ for p = I/c. The solutions of this equation yield 
traces which are multiples of wJ . (‘) If, on the other hand, @(O) = 0, then a 
similar argument shows that the trace w must be a multiple of WY’. 
Notice that we have assumed that either ui” > 0 or u\*’ > 0, or, 
equivalently, that v is faithful on either C*(G,X, al/P, or 
C*(G, fl, a>/G, . Otherwise r// could be lifted to C*(G, jT, a)/P, where P is 
one of the ideals P, or Q, described in Section I; but these quotients are of 
type I, hence r,u would be of type I, contrary to hypothesis. 
We have shown that w = cv/(‘) (resp., w = cyl”‘), c > 0, is a necessary 
condition for ly to be a faithful character on C*(G,ST, a)/P, (resp., 
C”(G, ,;t, a)/Qoo). The proof that the condition is also sufficient is similar to 
the sufficiency proof of the theorem in Section II, and will be omitted. 
Finally, from the fact (w,f~)(&‘)) = up’ and (1 l), (12), given E > 0 there 
exists a projection e E C*(G,Y’, a) with 0 < (w, e) < E. In other words v is 
nonatomic. 
There is a one to one correspondence between the primitive ideals P,, Q, 
described in Section I and the type I characters of C*(G,ST, a) [S; 6,7.6]. 
As an illustration, we give the tableau corresponding to P,: 
n= j\k= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .a- 
0 0 0 0 1 0 03 0 co **. 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 co 0 ..* 
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 al ..* 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ~. 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ..a 
In other words, the trace @ described here is the natural trace of the 
representation n, of C*(G, F, a) with kernel P,. As with the type I 
characters of C*(T, X, a), notice that the restriction of @ to any one of the 
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subalgebras C*(G, c;T,, a) is not semifinite. Also observe that if p is any 
projection in U,“=, C*(G,cFn, a), then (@,p) E (0, 1,2,...}, confirming that 
representation x2 is type I. 
We summarize our results concerning traceable representations of 
C*(G,.F, a) in the following theorem. Notation is as in Section 1.8. 
III.4 THEOREM. There is a family {x:“‘}.,, , of pairwise quasi- 
inequivalent traceable factor representations of C*(G, F, a) of type II r with 
trace WY’ and kernel rA (‘I = P for all ,I > 1. There is a second farnil>* 
PGYI>I of pairwaise quasi-ine;uivalent traceable factor representations oj 
C*(G,,F, a) of type II, with trace wj3L) and kernel rc!:’ = Q, . In addition, 
each of the primitive ideals Pzn, Qznt , (n E 2) has an associated traceable 
type I,, factor representation. Furthermore, every traceable factor represen- 
tation of C*(G,.F, a) is quasi-equivalent to one of the abore. 
III.5 Remark. A unital C*-algebra ‘u is said to be directly finite if 
.x E 3, x*x = I implies xx * = 1, stably finite if the n x ?I matrices over 3. 
Hn(91,(ll) = Hm @ 3, are directly finite for all n, and strongly finite if ‘11 has a 
separating family of tracial states [lo]. Let C*(T,. 5, a)-) (resp.. 
C*(G,.?, a)-) be the algebra obtained from C*(T,. F, a) (resp., 
C”(G,. it, a)) in the canonical way by the adjunction of 1. Since [AF] 
algebras are stably finite, both C*(T,.r, a)- and C*(G, P, a)- are 
examples of stably finite C*-algebras which are not strongly finite. 
III.6 Remark. We mention that from Remark 11.1 and Theorem III.4 a 
large class of traces on C*(T,<;T, a) and C*(G. 7. a) can be constructed. 
For example, if 1’ is a positive Radon measure on (0. cc ). we can define a 
trace T, on C*(T. %, a)’ by means of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform 
In a similar way, traces can be constructed on C*(G..i, a)’ .’ 
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